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	Topology of Digital Images: Visual Pattern Discovery in Proximity Spaces, 9783642538445 (3642538444), Springer, 2014

	This book carries forward recent work on visual patterns and structures in digital images and introduces a near set-based a topology of digital images. Visual patterns arise naturally in digital images viewed as sets of non-abstract points endowed with some form of proximity (nearness) relation. Proximity relations make it possible to construct uniform topologies on the sets of points that constitute a digital image. In keeping with an interest in gaining an understanding of digital images themselves as a rich source of patterns, this book introduces the basics of digital images from a computer vision perspective. In parallel with a computer vision perspective on digital images, this book also introduces the basics of proximity spaces. Not only the traditional view of spatial proximity relations but also the more recent descriptive proximity relations are considered. The beauty of the descriptive proximity approach is that it is possible to discover visual set patterns among sets that are non-overlapping and non-adjacent spatially. By combining the spatial proximity and descriptive proximity approaches, the search for salient visual patterns in digital images is enriched, deepened and broadened. A generous provision of Matlab and Mathematica scripts are used in this book to lay bare the fabric and essential features of digital images for those who are interested in finding visual patterns in images. The combination of computer vision techniques and topological methods lead to a deep understanding of images.
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Android Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2016

	Discover more than 100 down-to-earth code recipes, covering a wide range of useful topics using complete and real-world working code examples. This book is updated to include the Android N SDK (7.0), as well as earlier releases.


	Crammed with insightful instruction and helpful examples, this fifth edition of Android Recipes...


		

Algebra DeMYSTiFieD, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Your SOLUTION to mastering ALGEBRA!


	Trying to tackle algebra but nothing's adding up? No problem! Factor in Algebra Demystified, Second Edition and multiply your chances of learning this important branch of mathematics.


	Written in a step-by-step format, this practical guide covers fractions, variables,...


		

SONAR 5 Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Get the most out of SONAR 5 with the definitive guidebook! SONAR 5 Power! picks up where the manual leaves off, teaching you how to dig deep into the program with step-by-step examples and exercises. From initially customizing SONAR 5 to creating and producing a surround sound mix, you'll learn everything you need to know to make your composing and...




	

Photoshop CS5: Top 100 Simplified Tips and TricksVisual, 2010

	Intermediate-level users learn to coax much more from Photoshop


	Photoshop is the preferred image-editing software, with more than four million users worldwide. Professional photographers, Web designers, graphic designers, and serious photo hobbyists who already know earlier versions of Photoshop will expand their skills by...


		

Drug Safety EvaluationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A comprehensive safety guide to all aspects of the drug development process
Drug Safety Evaluation presents an all-inclusive, practical guide for those who are responsible for ensuring the safety of drugs and biologics for patients, for health care providers, for those involved in the manufacture of medicinal products, and for all those who...


		

Access 2010 Programmer's Reference (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	A comprehensive guide to programming for Access 2010 and 2007


	Millions of people use the Access database applications, and hundreds of thousands of developers work with Access daily. Access 2010 brings better integration with SQL Server and enhanced XML support; this Wrox guide shows developers how to take advantage of these...
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